ALASKA'S CHANGING WILDFIRE ENVIRONMENT

Frozen Calf Fire, near Chalkyitsik, Alaska in July, 2019
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An intensified pattern of wildfire is emerging in Alaska as rapidly increasing temperatures and longer growing seasons alter the state’s environment. Both tundra and boreal forest regions are seeing larger and more frequent fires. The impacts of these fires are felt across the state.

The wildland fire environment of Alaska presents many unique opportunities and challenges. In response to changing wildfire patterns, Alaska’s fire management agencies are adapting quickly. The use of remote sensing tools, such as data from satellites, and science-based decision making have been a critical component in responding to intensified wildfire seasons.

This publication aims to convey the rapidly changing patterns of wildfire in Alaska by looking into the phases of fire. Patterns emerging in the 21st century are the primary focus, with earlier histories of management, climate, and fire being drawn upon for context.

The Alaska Fire Science Consortium strives to increase understanding of the critical role of wildfire within the state, by facilitating science delivery, outreach, and education.

Key messages
- Wildfire is a natural process in Alaska, and more acres are burning as the climate warms
- Alaska’s fire environment is vast, complex, and unique.
- Managing wildland fire in Alaska requires advanced planning and cooperation among many agencies.
- Fire management relies on science to effectively plan and implement fire suppression efforts.
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Who is responsible for Alaska’s changing wildfire environment? The Alaska fire season, particularly in the interior region of the state, has four phases. Early fire season, just after snow melt, is typically driven by dead grass ignited in human activities and spread by wind. The peak of the fire season is driven by long warm days around solstice, which dry out subsurface fuels (known as duff) that can then be ignited by lightning. Later in July, if temperatures remain high and precipitation is low, drought may extend and expand the fire season. Finally, as the season winds down in fall, the cooler nighttime temperatures normally slow fire activity. Learn more about Alaska’s fire phases on page 4–7.

Fire phases

- 1930: Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act passed to protect 157 million+ acres of federal land; managers systematically incorporated fire’s ecological benefits in planning
- 1940: Miller’s Reach Fire in the Matanuska-Susitna Valley destroyed over 300 structures
- 1950: Numerous fires threatened the village of Fort Yukon; More than 2 million acres burned statewide, requiring 2,000+ firefighters, the most to date in Alaska
- 1963: US Forest Service established the Institute of Northern Forestry to provide forest inventory, the first step to cataloging fuel and assessing fire risk
- 1963: BLM Alaska Fire Service formed, consolidating suppression responsibilities on Department of Interior and Native lands
- 1992: Canada’s forest fire danger rating system adopted in Alaska
- 2002: Terra and Aqua satellites launched carrying instruments to detect active fires and burned areas
- 2011: VIIRS launched on NASA satellite providing higher resolution imaging to detect more fires
- 2006: After record 2004 and 2005 seasons, Alaska’s fire management agencies advanced the start date of fire season from May 1 to April 1 enabling earlier training and preparation
- 2015: 50,000+ lightning strikes over 3 days contributed to Alaska’s second largest fire season—6.1 million acres burned

SEASONAL FIRE PHASES
Average acres burned in Alaska each week from 2004–2019. Colors show what drives fire activity. The greatest fire activity occurs during the duff-driven period typically occurring from mid-June to early July.

SHAPING FIRE
The Alaska fire season, particularly in the interior region of the state, has four phases. Early fire season, just after snow melt, is typically driven by dead grass ignited in human activities and spread by wind. The peak of the fire season is driven by long warm days around solstice, which dry out subsurface fuels (known as duff) that can then be ignited by lightning. Later in July, if temperatures remain high and precipitation is low, drought may extend and expand the fire season. Finally, as the season winds down in fall, the cooler nighttime temperatures normally slow fire activity. Learn more about Alaska’s fire phases on page 4–7.

WELCOME
Lightning and peak fire season

Lightning is most common during the duff-driven phase. In most years, and all years with a substantial fire season, the majority of acres burned are caused by lightning ignitions. These fires are often in remote locations where managers can allow fires to serve their ecological role without directly impacting human life or property. Human-caused wildfires tend to occur closer to communities, are suppressed quickly, and occur earlier in the year than fires ignited by lightning. In many years, the total number of fires caused by humans is greater, and require more resources to fight than the number of fires started by lightning.

INTERAGENCY FIRE MANAGEMENT

Alaska’s fire protection strategy is determined by the Alaska Interagency Fire Management Plan. The state is divided into four categories of protection: critical, full, modified, and limited. These management zones are determined by land owner and are re-evaluated annually. Managers prioritize their initial response to new fires based on these zones and the firefighters resources currently available.

- Critical protection zones include areas with inhabited property and structural resources. This management zone is the highest priority for allocation of suppression resources.
- Full protection zones are defined by uninhabited private property, high-valued natural resources, and cultural areas. They receive the second highest priority for fire suppression.
- Modified protection zones focus on reducing total suppression costs while protecting adjacent resources of higher value.
- Limited suppression zones cover most of Alaska. Wildfire in these areas usually have ecological benefit, and suppression can be cost prohibitive. Surveillance is used to ensure adjacent areas of higher value are not threatened. If firefighting resources are available, limited protection zones are sometimes allocated with more resources during busy seasons when the risk of spreading to critical and full protection zones is higher.

HUMANS CAUSE MORE FIRES

This graph shows that humans start more wildfires most years than lightning.
**FIRE PHASES**

**LATE SUMMER • DROUGHT**

As lightning diminishes toward the end of July, fewer fires are ignited. Existing fires may grow during the drought-driven stage of the fire season if late summer rains are sparse. Fires during extreme drought can be difficult to extinguish and may even result in fires burning underground through winter.

**SUMMER’S GETTING HOTTER**

Summer temperatures across Alaska have been increasing since 1970 (see map at right). A typical summer nowadays is close to what the warmest summers were prior to the 1970s. When comparing the average June to August temperatures over the last 95 years, nine of the ten warmest summers occurred in the past twenty years, whereas the ten coldest summers all occurred before 1975.

56°F average summer temperature


- Ten warmest summers
- Ten coldest summers

**VARIABLE PRECIPITATION**

Although precipitation is much more variable than temperature, annual precipitation has increased in all regions of the state since 1970 (see map at right). Recent summers have been particularly wet in Interior Alaska as shown in the graph below. Nine out of Alaska’s ten driest summers all occurred before 1980. Research indicates, however, that precipitation would have to increase by about 7-10% per degree of temperature increase to offset the increased fire danger due to warming temperatures.

40% more precipitation than normal in Interior Alaska


- 40% more precipitation than normal
- 40% less precipitation than normal

**FIRE PHASES**

**FALL • DIURNAL**

Fire season in Alaska is typically pushed to a close by shorter days with lower solar radiation. As nighttime temperatures drop and relative humidity increases, fire has difficulty spreading. The past two decades, however, have included notable late-season fire events related to relatively high temperatures and low precipitation in August.

**LONGER FIRE SEASON**

Alaska’s wildfire season is getting longer. Over the past 40 years, the first large fire (1000+ acres) of the season starts earlier, and the last large fire of the season starts later. Fire managers responded by changing the official start date of the fire season. Since 2006, Alaska’s official fire season has started on April 1. This reduces accidental ignitions by requiring permits in order to burn debris and allows agencies to begin training personnel and allocating resources earlier. In busy fire seasons, such as 2019, the fire season may be extended into the fall.

**MANAGEMENT CORNER**

3 AGENCIES, 375 MILLION ACRES

Three wildland fire protection agencies are responsible for fire suppression across the entire 375 million acres of Alaska. The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Alaska Fire Service, the Alaska Division of Forestry, and the US Forest Service have primary authority to organize fire suppression operations within their respective regions. The protecting agencies work together under the Alaska Master Cooperative Wildland Fire Management and Stafford Act Agreement to coordinate wildland fire management efforts efficiently.

- Alaska Division of Forestry, 154 million acres.
- US Forest Service, 28 million acres.

**WARMER NIGHTS**

Daily low temperatures are increasing. Alaska now experiences many more warm nights compared to the early part of the 20th century. This is especially true for Interior communities like Fairbanks. The five summers with the warmest nights (the red dots on the graph) all occurred in the past twenty years, whereas the five summers with the coldest nights (blue dots) occurred before 1960. Warming nighttime temperatures are especially impactful in Alaska, where the long daylengths of midsummer can allow fires to burn around the clock.
The Taylor Complex Fire consumed approximately 1,305,592 acres in 2004. By acreage, it was the largest wildfire in the United States between 1997–2007. It was also part of the record-breaking 2004 Alaska fire season that burned more than 6,590,140 acres.

During the hot and dry summer of 2007, the Anaktuvuk River Fire doubled the total burned area of Alaska’s North Slope since 1968 and initiated widespread permafrost degradation. The fire burned for nearly three months, gaining most of its acreage in September, ultimately consuming more than 250,000 acres. Although limited in the past, tundra fire frequency seems to be increasing, especially in southwest Alaska.

Fuel breaks play a critical role in reducing fire risk. One study found that every dollar spent on fuel breaks equates to $165 saved in protected structures. Along the Kenai National Wildlife Refuge, breaks have helped firefighters protect nearby communities from multiple fires in recent years.

The Swan Lake Fire burned the coastal boreal forest of Kenai Peninsula. Hot, dry conditions and unusual lightning in 2019 sparked the 167,164 acre fire. Bordering several communities, fire suppression cost an estimated $49 million. Having burned extremely deep, two fires smoldered underground through winter, reigniting in 2020.

While fires are natural in Alaska, the frequency of million-acre fire seasons over the past few decades is unprecedented (see the graph on page 10). Few places in Interior Alaska are untouched by wildfire, as demonstrated by this fire perimeter map showing wildfires that burned over the past 20 years. From increasing fire activity on treeless tundra, to hot and dry conditions sparking fires in coastal boreal forest, it is clear that wildfire in Alaska is changing.


From 2001-2020, wildfire in Alaska burned 31.4 million acres. Over 2.5 times more acres burned than during the previous two decades.

1. ANAKTUVUK RIVER FIRE • largest Alaska tundra fire
2. TAYLOR COMPLEX FIRE • largest Alaska fire
3. SWAN LAKE FIRE • Alaska’s most expensive fire
4. FUEL BREAKS • successful management strategy
EMERGING FIRE TRENDS

Despite variability from season to season, evidence suggests that wildfire is burning more acres and expanding into new areas of the state. The increasing area burned, along with fires that are more frequent, occur over winter, or reburn the same location after just a few years are consistent with the predicted effects of climate change. This has statewide implications including increased fire risk for people, property, and resources.

Carbon storage

Frozen permafrost holds an estimated 1,400 gigatons of carbon. This amount of carbon is greater than what is already in the atmosphere today. Wildfires release this stored carbon to the atmosphere by removing the duff and soil layers that insulate permafrost, accelerating its thaw. Thawed permafrost can cause surface water to drain, resulting in drier and more flammable duff. As permafrost thaws, it releases more methane and carbon dioxide into the atmosphere, setting up an amplifying feedback to climate warming.

Holdover fires

Fires can smolder in Alaska’s below-ground duff fuels without visible flames, some of these “holdover” fires can even linger through the winter and present a risk of flaring up the following spring. Although holdover fires have been documented in Alaska for decades, agency personnel suspect they are increasing in frequency. Since 2005, more than 400 overwintering fires have been reported in Alaska, many following a big fire season.

Tundra fires

In northern and western Alaska, warm and dry conditions have contributed to an increase in wildfire frequency in different parts of tundra ecosystems. By 2100, the Alaskan tundra may experience twice as much total burned area and up to four times more frequent burns compared to historical records. Wildfire can radically alter the composition of slow-growing tundra vegetation. Liverworts, sedges, and dwarf shrubs appear to readily regrow, while lichen and sphagnum moss are often reduced or nearly absent for decades. An expanding tundra fire footprint may limit foraging area for caribou, who depend on lichen for about half of their fall and winter diets.

INCREASED ACRES BURNED

Area burned by wildfire varies tremendously from year to year. Factors such as temperature, drought, and earlier snow melt contribute to this variation. The past 20 years have experienced a clear shift toward more frequent large fire seasons with millions of acres burned, although years with relatively few burned acres are still common.

The red circles show the proportion of Alaska, relative to the size of the state, that burned each decade. 2001–2010 marked the largest decade of fire on record with nearly 20 million acres burned, amounting to over 5% of the total area of Alaska burned in a ten-year period.

FOREST PESTS/DISEASE

In 2019, the US Forest Service surveyed 24.4 million acres of Alaska’s forests, finding over 1.1 million acres of damage from insects (including spruce beetle), diseases, declines, and other factors. Note: This map shows only survey sections with forest damage visible from a plane. Activity is enhanced with a large border to aid visualization.

Management Corner

Alaska employs an interagency management strategy to coordinate statewide wildfire response. The Alaska Wildland Fire Coordination Group (AWFCG) and the Alaska Interagency Coordination Center (AICC) work with land owners and wildland fire protection agencies to facilitate planning and implementation of wildfire response.

The AWFCG oversees planning and implementation for interagency fire management statewide. AWFCG organizes interagency committees with specific responsibilities such as fire modeling and analysis, air quality and smoke management, fire education and prevention, and geographic information systems. AWFCG includes representatives from agencies including the Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Alaska Department of Natural Resources, Association of Village Council Presidents, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Bureau of Land Management, Chugachmiut, Tanana Chiefs Conference, US Fish and Wildlife Service, US Forest Service, and National Park Service.

The AICC is Alaska’s geographic area coordination center. AICC acts as the central coordination point for all state and federal wildland fire management and suppression agencies by providing initial attack resource coordination, logistical support, and predictive services.

Yellow-Cedar decline 19,995 acres
Willow defoliation* 32,656 acres
Spruce beetle 139,502 acres
Hemlock Sawfly 381,034 acres
Birch defoliation* 283,414 acres
Spruce beetle 139,502 acres
Aspen defoliation* 132,447 acres
Willow defoliation* 32,656 acres
Yellow-Cedar decline 19,995 acres

*Defoliation indicates damage to leaves/needles
Reburns and fire return interval

A reburn occurs when fire impacts the exact same spot burned previously. Fire return interval is the time between fires that occur within a relatively small geographic area. Reburns in Alaska are happening more frequently, possibly indicating a shift to a shorter fire return interval. Land managers are concerned about this trend. Fire suppression personnel may no longer be able to rely on recently burned areas as effective barriers to new fire growth, as they have in the past. The recovery and transition of vegetation, and the resulting fuels, in areas that have burned multiple times is complex and poorly understood.

BURNING AGAIN

Since 1980, over 1500 fires burned in areas that had already burned during the previous 20 years. The acres reburned annually by these ‘reburn fires’ significantly increased in the early 2000s, as illustrated in this graph. The reburn locations, since 1980, are shown in the map at right.

VILLAGE-BASED FIREFIGHTERS

Alaska has long relied on seasonal wildland firefighters from rural communities. During the 2020 fire season, BLM Alaska Fire Service awarded three contracts for Type 2 wildland firefighting hand crews based in rural Alaska villages. Contracted crews offer new opportunities and more stable employment for village-based crews since they are able to work outside of fire suppression, such as on fuels reduction and other funded projects. When fire activity in the Lower 48 exploded, the crews were assigned to northern California. The crews included:

- Upper Yukon Region: Council of Athabascan Tribal Governments with firefighters mobilizing in Fort Yukon, Venetie, and Arctic Village
- Lower Tanana Region: firefighters mobilizing in Minto and Tanana
- Upper Koyukuk Region: firefighters mobilizing in Huslia, Hughes, and Allakaket

Village-based federal and state emergency firefighter crews were also hired on an as-needed basis in 2020. Crews hailed from Hooper Bay, Scammon Bay, Chevak, Kalskag, Tanacross, Tok, Northway, and Mentasta Lake.

FIRE RETURN INTERVAL

One way to approximate the fire return interval is to compare how the percentage of a region burned changes over time, as shown in this graphic. This graphic shows that the fire return interval varies regionally in Alaska. Wildfire is occurring more frequently in recent decades in the central and eastern Interior, as well as parts of western Alaska where fire has been less common. On the Seward Peninsula, the fire return interval is decreasing.

FIRE IMPACTS

The impacts of wildfire on people and wildlife are complex. Some effects such as infrastructure damages, loss of life and injury, fire suppression cost, and health problems related to smoke are trackable. Other effects such as habitat change, impacts to hunting and fishing, and public anxiety are more difficult to document. Alaskans are particularly vulnerable, with an estimated 80% of the population living in areas at risk of wildfire.

Wildfires near communities

With the second hottest June ever recorded in Alaska, and extremely low precipitation in July, 2019 proved to be a landmark year for close-to-home fires. Wildfires that posed threats to communities included the Chilkat Complex, Grouse Creek, Kake, Malaspina, Montana Creek, McKinley, Shovel Creek, and Swan Lake fires. Estimated suppression costs during the 2019 wildfire season were at least $300 million. The McKinley Fire which started in late August 2019 destroyed 50 homes, 3 businesses, 84 outbuildings, and a major power transmission line which cost $10.4 million to replace (nearly six times more than the average maintenance costs for 2000–2019). While there were no buildings destroyed or loss of life during the Swan Lake Fire, fire suppression was a monumental effort that lasted nearly 150 days. Suppression costs were estimated at $49 million requiring over 3,000 personnel.

Fish and wildlife

Many wildlife species depend on wildfire to maintain habitat diversity. Impacts to fish and wildlife depend on the species, time of year, location, vegetation burned, and the severity and extent of the fire. In summer, moose can benefit from the shade and predator protection of birch and aspen that grow after high-severity fire, and in winter highly-desirable willow is often available for foraging after low-severity fire. While wintering caribou avoid burns over lichen, burns along migration routes can sometimes benefit caribou. Wildfires that reduce shade over rivers can cause water temperatures to rise which can impact fish, aquatic plants and insects. These are just a few examples of the complex relationships between fire and wildlife.

More smoke

As the frequency of big (>1 million acres) wildfire seasons has increased, so has the number of smoky days, posing a significant health hazard. During active wildfire seasons, smoke particulates are the dominant source of airborne particles in Interior Alaska. Beyond public health, smoke can limit visibility to the point where air travel is not possible, disproportionately affecting rural areas serviced only by plane.

Wildfire smoke is particularly hazardous because it contains particles small enough (less than 2.5 microns in size) to travel deep into the lungs and bloodstream. This can cause serious lung and heart problems. Children, elderly, and those with existing lung or heart conditions are at the greatest risk. Wildland firefighters also face significant exposure to smoke, and the long-term health effects are largely unknown.

The Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation helps manage smoke-related health risks by providing near real-time air quality advisories, regional air quality forecasts, and recommendations for safety precautions and activity levels.

SMOKY DAYS

Prior to 2004, Fairbanks had only one summer (1957) in the previous half century with more than three weeks of significant smoke. Since 2004, prolonged smoke episodes have occurred five times, including twice since 2014. Smoke is a less frequent problem in Anchorage, but 2019 was by far the smokiest summer. Smoky days are based on the airport’s reported visibility of six miles or less in smoke.

Alaska's wildfire environment is unlike any other. Boasting the largest state, the lowest population density, the most public land, and complete isolation from the continental United States, Alaska needs specific fire management tools to meet its unique needs. Alaska's fire managers partner with scientists to improve the scientific basis for management responses to changes in fire and climate conditions, including developing applications of remotely sensed data, evaluating the effectiveness of fire treatments, and obtaining the most accurate geospatial data for decision support.

Joint Fire Science Program
The Joint Fire Science Program (JFSP) is a federal program that funds research and delivery of fire science to meet emerging needs of land managers and policymakers at local to national levels. The Alaska Fire Science Consortium (AFSC) is one of 15 Fire Science Exchanges funded by JFSP. The consortium brings together managers, practitioners, and researchers to address fire management needs and challenges. Events such as AFSC's Spring and Fall Fire Science Workshops help researchers better understand the evolving science needs of fire managers and informs fire managers of new research results that can help with decision making.

University of Alaska
Students and researchers at the University of Alaska have focused on wildland fire science topics for decades. At the University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF) campus, the Long Term Ecological Research program has been studying the boreal forest since 1987, including tracking the lasting impacts of fires like the 1983 Rosie Creek Fire. The International Arctic Research Center is another UAF hotspot for fire science and related climate research. Within the center, the Alaska Fire Science Consortium and other groups work with Alaska's land managers to develop climate and fire science products to meet their unique needs. The recently formed EPSCoR Boreal Fires Team draws on expertise at UAF and the University of Alaska Anchorage to develop ground-breaking research advancing fire detection algorithms, seasonal predictions of fire danger, precise classifications of vegetation, and information on the economic and social impacts of wildland fire in Alaska.

Wildfire & Satellites
Satellite technology has transformed fire management in Alaska. Fire managers routinely use information provided by the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) system and other satellites for fire detection, monitoring, and mapping. Refined fire detection algorithms used with VIIRS are paving the way for advanced fire activity modeling and prediction, rapidly emerging as a key management resource.

FIRE DANGER
Alaskans are likely familiar with the fire danger signs seen along roads, warning of the current level of fire risk. Those rankings come from the Fire Weather Index System. The index is used in Alaska and Canada and merges two other indices. The Initial Spread Index takes into account the wind speed and the moisture of fine fuels: surfaces like grass, moss, and shrubs. The Buildup Index is a measure of available fuel on the landscape, incorporating the moisture of duff and seasonal drought.

FIRE WEATHER
Not only can fires be detected, mapped, and monitored remotely, but factors associated with fire, such as soil moisture and vegetation composition, can be studied across the entire state. In addition to satellite information, fire managers and scientists use data and imagery from sensors on unmanned aerial vehicles (drones) and planes.

As Wildfire Science Advances
Satellite data is used for monitoring fire activity, evaluating the effectiveness of fuel treatments, and predicting fire danger. For example, when fuel breaks were tested by the Funny River (2014), Card Street (2015), and Ninana Ridge (2015) fires, treated areas had less intense surface fires. Fuel breaks also expand the tactical options that managers can use on fires near communities, as was shown by the 2010 Eagle Trail and 2019 Shovel Creek and Swan Lake fires.

Science in Management
Reliable real-time weather data and accurate forecasting is essential to assessing risk of wildfire. The Fire Weather Index System is used to create daily fire danger ratings across Alaska. The system, which is part of the Canadian Forest Fire Danger System, estimates the moisture content in fine dead fuels and duff based on temperature, rain, relative humidity, and wind speed.
HOMEOWNERS TAKING ACTION

Alaska has a higher percentage of homes within the wildland fire interface than any other state. It is important that homeowners recognize the risk of wildfire and take action to protect themselves and their communities. Initiatives such as Firewise, Community Wildfire Protection Plans, and Ready, Set, Go help provide knowledge and resources so that individuals can collaborate to prepare for and respond to fires effectively as part of a fire adapted community.

ALASKA FIREWISE

Firewise is a collaboration between local, state, federal, and private agencies and organizations to promote wildland fire safety. This cooperative effort aims to help communities at risk by providing residents with the knowledge and skills needed to achieve a high level of protection from wildfire. Community efforts such as Firewise Task Forces and multi-disciplinary Firewise Boards rely on individuals collaborating with fire professionals, public land managers, and others to prepare for wildfires by assessing readiness for a community to withstand a wildfire, sponsoring fire risk reduction events, and developing Community Wildfire Protection Plans. When communities follow Firewise activities individual homeowners benefit through saved lives and property.

COMMUNITY PROTECTION PLANS

Community Wildfire Protection Plans (CWPP) describe wildfire hazard and mitigation strategies including prioritized fuel reduction strategies and recommendations for homeowners to reduce risk of structural damage from fire. Collaboration is key to implementing successful CWPPs, and broad participation involving individuals, local and state governments, public land managers, fire management agencies, and community groups is the best way to develop effective plans. Local plans and ways to be involved can be viewed on the Alaska Department of Natural Resources, Division of Forestry website.
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